Activity Pack

An Ode to Father & Stepfathers

Dad and Pop
Other languages have different names for father.

Use the code to find out what they are.

Some letters are already written.
Other languages have different names for father.

Use the code to find out what they are.

Some letters are already written.
DAD AND POP!

Draw a circle around the six pictures that are exactly the same in each box.
Draw a circle around the six pictures that are exactly the same in each box.

Campfire
Cooking
Scissors
Hearts
Checkers
Tree
Saturday Soccer!

Find your way through the maze to the soccer game.
Saturday Soccer!

Find your way through the maze to the soccer game.
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DAD & POP ARE FATHERS.

Father is spelled correctly only three times in this box.

Can you find F A T H E R three times?
DAD & POP ARE FATHERS.

ANSWERS

Father is spelled correctly only three times in this box.

Can you find F A T H E R three times?
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